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Abstract—A trellis code encoded by using the encoder of a convo-
lutional code with a short constraint length followed by an addi-
tional processing unit is equivalent to a trellis code with a large con-
straint length. In 1993, Hellstern proposed a trellis coding scheme
for which the processing unit consists of a delay processor and a
signal mapper. With Hellstern’s scheme, trellis codes with large free
distances can be constructed. In this paper, we propose two trellis
coding schemes. For the first scheme, the processing unit is com-
posed of multiple pairs of delay processors and signal mappers. For
the second scheme, the processing unit is composed of a convolu-
tional processor and a signal mapper, where a convolutional pro-
cessor is a rate 1 convolutional code. The trellis code constructed
from each of the proposed schemes can be suboptimally decoded
by using the trellis of the convolutional code with some feedback
information. Either of the proposed schemes can produce a trellis
code that has a larger bound on free distance and better error per-
formance as compared to the trellis code constructed from Hell-
stern’s scheme based on the same convolutional code .
Index Terms—Convolutional codes, trellis-coded modulation,
trellis codes.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N 1993, Hellstern [1] proposed a coding scheme to con-struct trellis-coded modulation (TCM) with large free dis-
tances. The encoding of Hellstern’s scheme is implemented by
inserting a multilevel delay processor between the convolutional
encoder and the signal mapper required by the encoding for
Ungerboeck’s TCM [2]. Hellstern’s scheme can also be used to
construct binary convolutional codes with large free distances.
In this paper, we classify both binary convolutional codes and
TCM as trellis codes. Suppose that , form
the -bit output of the convolutional encoder at the th time
unit. Then, the bit (the code bit for the th coding level),
, is delayed by time units before
it is fed into the signal mapper, where is a delay constant.
If for each time unit the output of the signal mapper is a bi-
nary -tuple, then the resultant trellis code is a binary convolu-
tional code. If for each time unit the output of the signal mapper
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is a signal point of a signal constellation (such as ,
), then the resultant trellis code is a TCM. The in-
troduction of the multilevel delay processor increases the con-
straint length of the trellis code. By properly designing the delay
processor and the signal mapper, a large free distance for the
trellis code can be achieved. The trellis code can be subopti-
mally decoded by using the trellis of and some previously
recovered information. In this way, good error performance can
be achieved with moderate decoding complexity.
Hellstern’s scheme was generalized in [3] by using a more
general delay processor. With the generalization in [3], we have
more flexibility of controlling the decoding delay and some-
times have better error performance for low signal-to-noise ratio
conditions.
In this paper, we propose two trellis coding schemes. Using
the proposed schemes, codes with very large free distances can
be constructed. In Section II, we briefly review the trellis coding
scheme proposed in [1] and [3]. In Section III, we propose the
first coding scheme, for which the encoder of a convolutional
code is followed by multiple pairs of delay processors and
signal mappers. In Section IV, we propose the second trellis
coding scheme, for which the encoder of a convolutional code
is followed by a convolutional processor and a signal mapper,
where a convolutional processor is a rate 1 convolutional code.
Both the proposed schemes can be suboptimally decoded by
using the trellis of . Simulation for various trellis codes has
been implemented without using interleaving and iterative
decoding. The superiority of the proposed schemes over Hell-
stern’s scheme can be observed from the calculated lower
bounds on free distance for examples provided in Sections II–IV
and simulation results presented in Section V. Comparison of
the proposed trellis codes with the conventional binary convolu-
tional code, Ungerboeck’s TCM, and turbo code will be given in
Section V. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section VI.
II. TRELLIS CODING USING A DELAY PROCESSOR AND A
SIGNAL MAPPER
In this section, we briefly review the design of trellis codes
given in [1] and [3]. The encoding is given in Fig. 1. The en-
coder for a rate convolutional code converts an input
message sequence to a sequence
, where
is an -bit symbol and is an -bit
symbol. The sequence is then fed into the delay processor
which produces a sequence , , where
is an -bit symbol. The relation be-
tween and can be described by
for
(1)
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Fig. 1. Encoding structure of trellis codes in [1] and [3].
where , 0, and for
. The sequence is then fed into the signal mapper to yield
an output symbol sequence , where
and is a signal space consisting of
signal points. The signal space can be a signal constellation,
such as MPSK ( ), or a collection of binary -tuples,
such as .
In [1], constant delays are used in the delay processor and
in [3] delays of various values are used. For simplification of
presentation, we only consider constant delays here. Hence, we
have for and
for . We can construct an -level partition chain
such that every signal point in
corresponds to a unique binary -tuple ,
i.e., , where and , , is the coset
label of [1], [4]. Let denote a distance mea-
sure between signal points , . If is a signal constella-
tion, then is the squared Euclidean distance between
and . If , then is the Hamming distance
between the binary representations of and . We define to
be the least one of all the possible , where
and are in an arbitrary coset of , is in a coset of
labeled by and is in a coset of labeled by
. If is the 8-PSK signal constellation as given in [2],
then . If and the
mapping is linear, then can be represented by an
matrix . That means . It can be checked
that , if and
(2)
Let and be the output symbol sequences associated with
and ,
respectively. Assume for and .
The pairwise distance measure between sequences and is
lower bounded [3] by
(3)
Define as the free distance of the trellis code (binary con-
volutional code) if , and as the squared free dis-
tance of the trellis code (TCM) if is a signal constellation.
Then, we have the following theorem [3].
Theorem 1: For the trellis code shown in Fig. 1 with ,
, its is lower bounded by
(4)
where is the zero -tuple.
Example 1: Let , and be the 8-PSK signal set
[2] with . The resultant code
is a TCM for which its coding rate is 2 bits per 8-PSK signal
point. Let be the number of memory bits in the encoder of .
Consider the following two cases: a) and b) . The
generator matrices are, respectively, given by
and
From (4), we can calculate the squared free distance of
this TCM. is at least 6.34 if for case a) and at least
8.93 if for case b).
Example 2: Let , , and with
the mapping described in (2) and
. The resultant code is a rate 1/2 convolutional
code. Consider the following two cases: a) and b) .
The generator matrices are, respectively, given by
and
The free distance is at least 12 if for case a) and at
least 16 if for case b).
A suboptimum decoding which only needs the trellis of can
be designed [1], [3]. Let be the received symbol which is the
possibly error-corrupted form of . For the th time unit, we
calculate the bit metric for based on the received
and the previously recovered code bit, ,
. Then, the bit metrics for are summed
up to form the branch metric for . With the branch metrics
for all the possible , , the Viterbi decoder of can
recover and , where is also used as
the truncation length of decoding. The decoding delay is
time units.
III. TRELLIS CODING USING MULTIPLE PAIRS OF DELAY
PROCESSORS AND SIGNAL MAPPERS
As indicated in [1] and [3], we observe that a delay processor
and a signal mapper following the encoder of a convolutional
code can result in a convolutional code of a large free
distance. It is natural to consider once again applying a delay
processor and a signal mapper to the output of the convolutional
code to achieve a possibly larger free distance.
Consider a trellis code with its encoder given in Fig. 2. The
input message sequence is first converted to a sequence
through an encoder of a convolutional code . The sequence
is then repeatedly processed by pairs of delay proces-
sors (denoted as , respectively, in Fig. 2) and
signal mappers with mapping functions of , re-
spectively, to produce the output symbol sequence . Let
be the input sequence for and
be the output sequence for
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Fig. 2. Encoding of a trellis code using multiple pairs of delay processors and signal mappers.
, where . The th signal mapper maps the binary
-tuple to
for (5)
For , is a binary
-tuple, while is
the output symbol which may be a binary -tuple or a signal
point of a signal constellation. The relation between and
is given by
for
(6)
where . Suppose that the mapping function
is linear and invertible for . Then can
be represented by an nonsingular matrix . That is
for (7)
The mapping function can also be represented by a non-
singular matrix if and is linear and
invertible.
Let be the collection of resultant from all the pos-
sible . By Theorem 1, of the trellis code shown in Fig. 2
is lower bounded by
(8)
It is difficult to calculate the lower bound of the based
on (8). Hence, we will resort to another approach to calculate the
lower bound. In the following, we will assume
for . Let , . Define
for (9)
and
for
(10)
where the minimization is over all the possible with
and for . With the initially given
, we can recursively calculate
for . From Appendix A, we have the following
theorem.
Theorem 2: If for , then of
the trellis code shown in Fig. 2 is lower bounded by
(11)
For arbitrarily chosen nonsingular matrices ,
, it is not necessarily true that for all . In this
paper, we use the following design procedure to choose .
Step 1) Let be the index set. Suppose
that
, where
and . For a nonzero
-tuple, , define to be the
largest index such that . Let be the
code generated by the last ( ) rows of a non-
singular matrix . We choose such
that a) for ,
where and ; b) there is at least
one such that the minimum Hamming distance of
is at least 2. Note that (9) and (10) imply
(12)
From condition 1), we have for
and . With the
additional condition 2), we further have
for at least one .
Step 2) Choose , in a way similar
to Step 1). Then we have for
and . Hence
for and for at least one .
Step 3) For a given , we compute the lower bound of
according to (11). This can be done in a way similar
to the computation of the free distance of except
that the weighting factors and
must be considered.
Using the above procedure, we can construct trellis codes with
large free distances.
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Example 3: Let be a rate 2/3 binary convolutional code,
and be the 8-PSK signal set [2] with
. Choose
The resultant code is a TCM for which its coding rate is 2
bits per 8-PSK signal point. We have
. From (12), we have
. We consider the following two cases:
a) and b) . The associated generator matrices
are the same as those used in Example 1. From (11), we can
calculate the squared free distance of this TCM. For case
a), is at least 7.52 if and . For case
b), is at least 10.69 if and .
Example 4: Let be a rate 2/4 binary convolutional code,
and . Let be the same as the matrix
given in (2). Then, . Choose
The resultant code is a rate 1/2 binary convolutional code.
We have . From (12),
we have , . Consider the
following two cases: a) and b) . The associated
generator matrices are the same as those used in Example 2.
The free distance of the constructed binary trellis code is
at least 17 if and for case a) and is at least
24 if and for case b).
A suboptimum decoding for the trellis code can be imple-
mented as follows. Let – represent the squared Euclidean
distance between symbol and symbol . If or is a binary
-tuple, then a bit “0” must be replaced by “ 1” and a bit “1”
remains to be “1.” Let be the received symbol
that is the possibly error-corrupted form of .
For , , define the log-likelihood-ratio
[1] for bit by
(13)
where for
and ,
for
for . Let ,
and for . Note that .
Since implies that
, then for
. Assume that has been correctly recovered for
and . The suboptimum decoding can be
implemented as follows.
Step 1) For , we use (13) to calculate
for . Note that for ,
has
already been recovered since
.
Step 2) Using , , we
calculate the branch metrics for all the possible ,
which are fed to the Viterbi decoder of to recover
and , where is
used as the truncation length of the Viterbi decoder
of .
Step 3) The recovered is used to recover
which is then used to recover
and for
. Then we increase by 1 and go to step 1.
The error performance of the suboptimum decoding can be
further improved by using SOVA [5], since the assumption
of correct recovery of is not always true. Let the
log-likelihood-ratio obtained by SOVA for be denoted
by . Then, the parameter given in (13) is
modified to be (14), shown at the bottom of the next page,
where , ,
for ,
for for . The total decoding delay is
time units. If for ,
then .
IV. TRELLIS CODING USING A CONVOLUTIONAL PROCESSOR
AND A SIGNAL MAPPER
The trellis coding shown in Fig. 2 can be described in a dif-
ferent way. Let represent the operator of one unit time delay.
Define an diagonal matrix for , for
which the entry at the th row and the th column is .
The function of the delay processor can be represented by
for . Then, we have
(15)
where . We may regard
as the transfer function matrix for a rate 1 convolutional code
with input sequence and output sequence . This sug-
gests a new class of trellis coding with encoding configuration
shown in Fig. 3, in which an input message sequence is
fed into the encoder of a convolutional code followed by
a convolutional processor and a signal mapper to produce the
output symbol sequence . The convolutional processor is the
encoder of a rate 1 convolutional code with transfer function
matrix .
In the following, we will propose a special design of the con-
volutional processor such that the th level input bit will
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Fig. 3. Encoding structure of a trellis code with a convolutional processor.
Fig. 4. Relation between sequences s and v = (. . . ; 0^; 0^; v^(t); 0^; 0^; . . .) described by (19), where  =    ` .
affect both the th and the th level output bits. Then ,
the entry at the th row and the th column of the matrix
, will be zero except for the diagonal elements and ,
where . For , set
(16)
and for , set
if
if .
(17)
Then, we have
(18)
and for
if
if .
(19)
To insure that , , can affect different
output symbols, we must have . If it is
desired that the pairwise distance measure between sequences
and is lower bounded by
(20)
we require that and for
(21)
where is an integer for which the constraint
will be given in Theorem 3. The relation between and
is illustrated in Fig. 4.
Example 5: Let , , , , ,
and . It follows from (21) that , , .
Hence, by (16) and (17), we have
We have , ,
and by (18) and (19). The relation between
and is shown in Fig. 5. Suppose that for
and . We see that
,
(14)
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Fig. 5. Relation between sequences s and v for Example 5.
, , and
if . Hence (20) is satisfied.
From Appendix B, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3: Let . If for
(and for ), then of the proposed
trellis code is lower bounded by
(22)
where and .
For this scheme, we use the following design procedure to
construct trellis codes.
Step 1) Select and which are sub-
ject to the constraint given in Theorem 3. Calculate
by (21). Then we have with entries
described by (16) and (17).
Step 2) For a given , we compute the lower bound of
according to (22). This can be done in a way sim-
ilar to the computation of free distance of ex-
cept that the weighting factors
must be considered.
For this scheme, increasing may result in increased
as indicated in (22). However, increasing may not necessarily
yield improved error performance. This may result from the in-
creased error coefficient. Moreover, decoding delay is also in-
creased. Hence, a large is not necessarily desired.
Example 6: Let , , and be the 8-PSK signal set
[2] with . Let be the matrix
used in Example 5. Let denote for .
The squared free distance of the constructed TCM is
. Consider
the following two cases: a) and b) . The associated
generator matrices are the same as those used in Example 1. We
have if for case a) and if
for case b).
We can modify Example 6 by using instead of
. In this way, a larger lower bound on free distance can be
achieved. However, the error performance remains similar.
Example 7: Let , , and with
the mapping described in (2) and
. Let , , , , ,
, , . We have
Then, we have a rate 1/2 binary trellis code with free distance
,
. Consider the following two cases a)
and b) . The associated generator matrices are the same
as those used in Example 2. Then, we have if
for case a) and if for case b).
With the special design of , the proposed trellis code can be
suboptimally decoded by using the trellis of . As an illustration,
we describe the decoding procedure for Example 6 as follows.
We assume that has been correctly recovered for .
Step 1) For , we calculate the bit metric for
. From Fig. 5, we see that
contains the information of .
The bit is not yet recovered and also ap-
pears in , where
is already recovered at earlier time
units. Hence, can be estimated from the re-
ceived symbols and . The bit
metric for is calculated to be
where ,
, and
, ,
,
(since , , and
are not yet recovered).
Step 2) For , we calculate the bit metric for
. We see that and
contain the informa-
tion of , where is already recovered.
Hence, can be estimated by received symbols
and . The bit metric for
is calculated to be
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Fig. 6. Simulation results for Examples 1 and 3. (A): 3a, without SOVA,  =
2,  = 30,  = 90. (B): 3a, with SOVA,  = 2,  = 30,  = 90.
(C): 3b, without SOVA,  = 4,  = 60,  = 180. (D): 3b, with SOVA,
 = 4,  = 60,  = 180. (E): 1a, without SOVA,  = 2,  = 20. (F):
1a, with SOVA,  = 2,  = 20. (G): 1b, without SOVA,  = 4,  = 40. (H):
1b, with SOVA,  = 4,  = 40. (I): Ungerboeck’s TCM,  = 4,  = 24.
Fig. 7. Simulation results for Examples 2 and 4.(A): 4a, without SOVA,  = 2,
 = 20,  = 80. (B): 4a, with SOVA,  = 2,  = 20,  = 80.
(C): 4b, without SOVA,  = 4,  = 40,  = 160. (D): 4b, with SOVA,
 = 4,  = 40,  = 160. (E): 2a, without SOVA,  = 2,  = 20. (F):
2a, with SOVA,  = 2,  = 20. (G): 2b, without SOVA,  = 4,  = 40. (H):
2b, with SOVA,  = 4,  = 40. (I): rate 1/2 conventional convolutional code,
 = 6,  = 36.
where ,
, and
, ,
.
Step 3) For , the bit metric for is
calculated to be , where
.
Step 4) Calculate the metric for as the sum of bit metrics
for , , and .
Step 5) With the branch metric for , , we use
the Viterbi decoder with truncation length for the
convolutional code to recover and
. Then, we increase by 1 and proceed
to step 1). The decoding delay is time units.
In the general case, the decoding is similar to that of Ex-
ample 6. Suppose that for a nonnegative integer ,
contains the information of . That means is the
sum of , and some other bits. Then, the re-
Fig. 8. Simulation results for Examples 1 and 6. (A): 6a, without SOVA,  =
2, = 40. (B): 6a, with SOVA,  = 2, = 40. (C): 6b, without SOVA,  = 4,
 = 80. (D): 6b, with SOVA,  = 4,  = 80. (E): 1a, without SOVA,  = 2,
 = 20. (F): 1a, with SOVA,  = 2,  = 20. (G): 1b, without SOVA,  = 4,
 = 40. (H): 1b, with SOVA,  = 4,  = 40. (I): Ungerboeck’s TCM,  = 4,
 = 24.
Fig. 9. Simulation results for Examples 2 and 7.(A): 7a, without SOVA,  =
2,  = 20.(B): 7a, with SOVA,  = 2,  = 20.(C): 7b, without SOVA,
 = 4,  = 40.(D): 7b, with SOVA,  = 4,  = 40.(E): 2a, without SOVA,
 = 2,  = 20.(F): 2a, with SOVA,  = 2,  = 20.(G): 2b, without SOVA,
 = 4,  = 40.(H): 2b, with SOVA,  = 4,  = 40.(I): rate 1/2 conventional
convolutional code,  = 6,  = 36.
ceived symbol needs to be used in the estimation of
. If , and contains the information of
, then the received symbol also needs to
be used in the estimation of . If is the sum of
, and some other bits, where ,
then more received symbols need to be used in the estimation
of . The bit metrics used in the above mentioned decoding
can be modified by introducing log-likelihood ratios obtained
by SOVA in a way similar to that described in Section III.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Using the proposed coding schemes, we can construct trellis
codes with large free distances. However, the suboptimum
decoding for each scheme may yield a large error coefficient.
Therefore, simulation is needed to verify the error performance.
In [1], interleaving is used. However, we do not use interleaving
here, since large interleaving size requires large decoding delay.
Simulation results over the AWGN channel for Examples 3,
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TABLE I
DATA OF THE TRELLIS CODES GIVEN IN EXAMPLES 1–4, 6, AND 7
4, 6, and 7 using the suboptimum decoding (with and without
SOVA) are given in Figs. 6–9, respectively. Simulation results
for trellis codes constructed from Hellstern’s scheme (Exam-
ples 1 and 2) and the 64-state conventional binary convolutional
code and the 16-state Ungerboeck TCM are also given in these
figures. The data related to the simulation for Examples 1–4, 6,
and 7 are listed in Table I.
The numbers of additions and comparisons per symbol (add,
comp) can be used as one measure of decoding complexity. In
Table I, (add, comp) are computed based on the suboptimal de-
coding using hard feedback, i.e., without SOVA. If SOVA is
used, the sum of add and comp will be about twice of that of
not using SOVA. From Fig. 8 and Table I, we see that Example
6b has similar complexity and better error performance as com-
pared to Example 1b. In addition to (add, comp), the number
of trellis states can serve as another measure of decoding com-
plexity. For a high-speed Viterbi decoder using many parallel
processors, the number of trellis states will be a dominant factor
of complexity [6]. In this case, either Example 3b or 6b has
similar complexity and better error performance as compared
to Example 1b. Similar comparison can be made between other
examples such as Examples 3a and 1a, Examples 2a and 4a,
, etc. We can conclude that either of the proposed schemes
yields error performance better than Hellstern’s scheme based
on the same (or similar decoding complexity). We note that ei-
ther the four-state Example 3a or four-state Example 6a requires
lower (to achieve ) than that required by
the 16-state Ungerboeck’s TCM. Moreover, the four-state Ex-
ample 4a or four-state Example 7a requires lower (to
achieve ) than that required by the 64-state con-
ventional binary convolutional code. Hence, we can conclude
that either of the proposed schemes has better error performance
and lower decoding complexity as compared to the conventional
trellis code. According to Table I, we see that the decoding delay
of either of the proposed schemes is longer than that of Hell-
stern’s scheme.
It is interesting to compare the proposed scheme with the
turbo code [7]. A rate 1/2 turbo code using SOVA decoding with
interleaving size of 900 message bits and can achieve
at dB after six iterations. Example
7a can achieve at dB, which is
slightly worse than that obtained from the turbo code. However,
Example 7a requires significantly less decoding delay than the
turbo code.
Finally, by comparing Examples 6 and 7 with Examples 3
and 4, we see that if the same is used, using the second
scheme we can achieve similar error performance with less
decoding delay as compared to using the first scheme, even
though using the first scheme can achieve a larger lower bound
on free distance.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we concentrate on constructing trellis codes
with large constraint lengths and hence large free distances. Two
schemes for constructing such trellis codes are proposed. A sub-
optimum decoding with moderate complexity is proposed for
each coding scheme. With the suboptimum decoding, the error
coefficient is expected to be very large which may reduce the
coding gain achieved by the large free distance. In contrast, for
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the well-known turbo code, the mechanism of reduced BER ma-
jorly comes from its very low error coefficient [8], [9]. Hence,
the proposed schemes can achieve good error performance at
moderate to high , while turbo codes can achieve good
error performance at low to high . Even though the de-
coding delay of each of the proposed schemes is longer than
that of the conventional TCM or convolutional codes, it is much
shorter than that of the turbo codes.
Error performance of the proposed schemes can be improved
by using interleaving and iterative decoding. Such a design will
significantly increase the decoding delay and complexity, and
hence is not considered in this paper.
APPENDIX
PROOFS OF THEOREMS 2 AND 3
A. Proof of Theorem 2
Consider the righthand side of (8). The condition of
implies that
(A1)
Let . Then the summation
index for can be replaced by for
, . For , we have
. Since for , then
. Hence . It follows from
(10) that
(A2)
Then
(A3)
We can similarly derive that
for . Then,
.
B. Proof of Theorem 3
Consider the sequence with and for
. We may divide the sequence into disjoint sub-
sequences, , where
, . Let
and be the corresponding sequences for . We then divide
each of and into subsequences similarly. The subsequence
will only depend on among all the subsequences
of . Now we will consider the distance property related to
subsequences , and . Let and
. We will prove that , which is
the distance measure between and , is lower bounded
by . Then, we can similarly show
that the distance measure between and is lower bounded
by . Then, it is easy to see that the
bound given in (22) is true. In the following, we first assume
for . The case for will be considered
later. Let for ,
and . It can be checked that for
. It is evident that
(B1)
Consider for . Since ,
then
for . Since for , from (19), we have
for . Hence for
. Moreover, it is clear that
for . Let
for (B2)
Then, (B1) implies .
For , and , if , the
condition of implies
. Moreover,
it can be checked that for , if , then
(B3)
where . Note that each appears in
the summation of the right-hand side of (B3) at most times.
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Let and for
. From (18) and , we have
(B4)
Then, . From
(B3) and the condition of
, we have
(B5)
where
(B6)
and for
(B7)
where . It follows from (19) that
(B8)
Since for , from (B6)–(B8), we have
for ,
for .
(B9)
Therefore
(B10)
In general, we can replace in (B5)–(B9) by for
to yield
(B11)
Thus
(B12)
Note that in the above proof, we assume for
. If for some , , then and
. We have
and . Hence
(B13)
Hence (B11) and (B12) still hold. Therefore, is
lower bounded by . Then, is
lower bounded by (22).
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